


Partner of your Dreams



“You are the most beautiful ship in the world”

In 1962 a signal exchange was reported between the USS Independence 

aircraft carrier and the Italian sailboat in the Mediterranean:

“Who are you?”

“School ship Amerigo Vespucci, Italian Navy”

 “You are the most beautiful ship in the world”  



Excellence to sea



Exploring beauty we found harmony

Beautiful, outstanding, unique. Tankoa S 801 is our tribute to the beauty and the fascination 

of a timeless masterpiece. 

The concept is inspired by the Amerigo Vespucci, the Italian Navy’s tall ship of 80 meters 

lenght launched in the 1931. An inspiration that fed our desire to explore a new luxury. 



As sails in the wind 
The decks seem like they are floating suspended between the sea and the sky

Her wide body and harmonious balanced decks allows you to enjoy her outside 

and inside as one. Tankoa S801 invites you to experience a pure laid-back cruise 

in complete symbiosis with the environment. 

The design of the Tankoa S801 combines breathtaking elegance 

with an exclusive life quality onboard 



Lenght overall 80 mt (262,40 ft)

Beam 13,50 mt (44,29 ft)

Draft full loaded 3,60 mt (11,81 ft)

GRT 2.600 ton (approx.)

Displacement Max 1.850 ton

Classification  Lloyds + MCA

Engines Cat 3516 - 2 x 2.000 kW at 1.600 rpm EPA 2 IMO 3

Propulsion Twin shaft propellers (5 blades) diameter 2 mt

Generators 3 x 275 kW + 1 x 143 kW Emerg. Generator

Bow thruster 300 kW

Stabilizer + Zero Speed Vosper Naiad

Fuel Capacity 300.000 lt  

Max Speed at half load 16,5 Knots

Cruise Speed 15 Knots

Range at 12,5 Knots 6.000 miles approx.

Hull in steel and superstructure in light alloy 5083  

S801 Data Sheet



44°25’15”       008°50’45”

The shipyard is placed in Genoa Sestri Ponente, 

near “Cristoforo Colombo” International Airport, 

few kilometers away from its exit on the 

“Genova-Ventimiglia” (A10 Highway) and opposite 

of the New Yachts Marina.

Tankoa Yachts S.p.A.

P.Iva 03538070107

T + 39 010 8991100

F + 39 010 8991118

info@tankoa.com

Via Cibrario, 1H

16154 Genova Sestri Ponente, Italy
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